
Chapter One

Trutho Democrrcft and Autonomy

l. Introduction: Common Ground

There are many arguments for protecting freedom of expression, but
all seem to focus on one or a combination of three values: truth, de-
mocracy, and individual autonomy. Freedom of expression must be
protected because it contributes to the public's recognition of truth or
to the growth of public knowledge; or because it is necessary to the
operation of a democratic form of government; or because it is impor-
tant to individual self-realization, or because it is an important aspect of
individual autonomy. Some arguments emphasize one value over the
others. In these single-value accounts the other values are seen as either
derived from the primary value or as independent but of marginal
significance only.r However, most accounts assume that a commitment
to freedom of expression, which extends protection to political, artistic,
scientific, and intimate expression, must rest on the contribution that
freedom of expression makes to all three values.z Freedom of expres-
sion, like otlger important rights, is supported by a number of overlap-
ping justifications.

In this chapter,.I will argue that the different accounts of the value of
freedom of expression rest on common ground. While emphasizing
different values or concerns, these accounts rest on a common recogni-
tion that human agency emerges in communicative interaction. We
become individuals capable of thought and judgment, we flourish as
rational and feeling persons, when we join in conversation with others
and participate in the life of the community. The social emergence of
human agency and individual identity can be expressed in the language
of truth/knowledge, individual self-realizarion,/autonomy, or democratic
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This recognition of the social character of freedom of expression
does not represent a general or novel account of the freedom's value
under which all other accounrs can be located. The wide variety of
accounts offered to justi$, the constitutional protection of freedom of
expression suggests the rich and varied role that expression plays in the
life of individual and community. Different relarionships and different
kinds of discourse are critical to the realization of human agency and
the formation of individual identiry. Any account of the value of free-
dom of expression must recognize the complexity of human agency
and the diverse forms of human engagement in communiry.

While the social character of human agency is seldom mentioned in
the different accounts of the freedom's value, it is the unstated premise
of each. Each account is incomplete without some recognition that
individual agency is realized in social inreraction. This dimension of the
freedom has simply been pushed below the surface by the weight of the
dominant individualist understanding of rights and agency. As a conse-
quence, most accounts of freedom of expression consist of little more
than abstract statements that give little shape to our intuitions about
the value of expression and provide very little guidance in the resolu-
tion of particular disputes concerning the scope and limits of the free-
dom.3 My hope is that making explicit the social characrer of freedom
of expression will enable better understanding of the value and. poten-
tial harm of expression and better judgment about the scope and limits
of the freedom.

2. Truth and Knowledge

The most familiar version of the truth-based argument for freedom of
expression is that of J.S. Mill, who thought that the general public
would be more likely to recognize truth if they were permitted to hear
all available views, even those thought by many or most to be false.a In
On Liberty, Mill (1982 tl859l) argued thar censorship inhibits the
progress of human knowledge because no censor is infallible. Even
when it acts in good faith (which is certainly not always the case), the
state will make mistakes and sometimes suppress truth rather than false-
hood (Mill 1982,77). The risk thar censorship will inhibit rhe search
lbr truth is significant, according to Mill, because public debate is not
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simply a competition between true and false ideas. Even the apparently
false idea often contains at least a grain of truth, which will be sup-
pressed if the idea is censored (Mill 1982, 108). In Mill's view, the
progress of public knowledge occurs through the synthesis of compet-
ing ideas.

Mill dismissed the argument that fallible state censors might still be
in a better position than the general public to distinguish truth from
falsehood. In his view, individual judgment isolated from the process of
open debate is unreliable. We can only have confidence in our judg-
ments about what is true when there is free and open expression of
competing views, when determinations of truth and falsity are left to
the general public.r' Mill's fallibiliry argument rests on a faith in public
reason.b It assumes that the public, when permitted to engage in free
and open debate, is capable over the long run of distinguishing truth
from falsehood.

For Mill, even if the state censor happens to judge correctly and
suppresses only false views, something is still lost. The expression of
false views has value because the 'collision' of truth with error gives us a
'clearer perception and livelier impression of truth' (Mill 1982, 76), We
will gain a better understanding of the truth if we must address compet-
ing views and decide why we believe a particular view to be true or false.
Our truthful opinions will be stronger and less vulnerable to superficial
attack if they are based on reasoned judgment (Ten 1980, 126).

Mill is generally understood as having made an instrumental argu-
ment for freedom of expression.T Freedom of expression is valuable
because it advances the goal of truth. Members of the community are
more likely to recognize what is true and what is false, at least over the
long run, if freedom of expression is protected. Yet, as many have
suggested, this empirical claim is contestable. We have plenty of rea-
sons to be sceptical about the reliability of public reason when exer-
cised in particular social/economic contexts (Meiklejohn 1975, 19; Baker
1989,6). In addition, even if, as a general rule, truth is more likely to
emerge when there is debate rather than dogma, there is certainly a
case to be made that some false or objectionable views could be ex-
cluded from public discussion (although perhaps nor from expert de-
bate) without any noticeable decrease in publicly recognized truth. This
case has greater strength once we recall how often members of the r
public base their 'opinions' on the authority of experts rather than on
an independent evaluation of the evidenc. or arglrrnents. Instead of
being subject to a general or presumptive ban, restrictions on expres-
sion could be considered on a case-by-case basis to determine whether
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( i l ) l ;) .  I l 'c l ialogrrc k:arls to truth, as Mil l  argucd, then eventual ly, on
ronr<l cprcstions nt lcast", thc tmth may be realized, at which point op-
;rosing vicws rnay simply be mischievous or misleading.8 Provided we
iu'(: not in the grip of a profound scepticism, we might decide to hold
on to thc truth we have achieved by suppressing false ideas. The diffi-
rrrlt,y, irdmittedly, would be knowing when that moment of practical
cclt.irinty had been reached.

Along these lines, Chief Justice Dickson for the m{ority of the Su-
l)r'orrre Court of Canada in Keegstra (1990, 762) said:

'l'aken to its extreme, this argument [for truth] would require us to permit
the communication of all expression, it being impossible to know with
irbsolute certainty which factual statements are true, or which ideas obtain
the greatest good. The problem with this extreme position, however, is
that the greater the degree of certainty that a statement is erroneous or
rnendacious, the less its value in the quest for truth. Indeed, expression
t:an be used to the detriment of our search for truth; the state should nor
l>e the sole arbiter of truth, but neither should we overplay the view that
rationality will overcome all falsehoods in the unregulated marketplace of
icleas.

l)ickson cJ. suggested that the hateful views of James Keegstra could
lrc denied constitutional protection because they were so 'obviouslyr
lirlse.l'Yet obviously false views are unlikely to be seen as a concern and
lo attract censorship, If the views are obviously false, few will be per-
srraded by them. Indeed, if many people are convinced, the views can-
'<lt be so 'obviously' false and the risks of censorship may be signifi-
(:ilnt, The problem with the views ofJames Keegstra and others is that
lhey are not obviously false to some members of the community. The
issue is whether and when the governing authorities should be permit-
l.cd to suppress views that thel recognize as obviously false. perhaps the
ground for censoring the false views of Keegstra and others is not the
obviousness of their falsity but rather their appeal to the irrational (a
Inatter of the form and social context of expression) or some combina-
tion of the irrationality of the appeal and the seriousness of the harm
l,hat might follow acceptance of these views by some rnembers of the
<:ommunity,ro

If Mill's concern was simply that true opinions gain general accep-
t.ance (so that society is in a better position to act in ways that increase
the welfare of its members), then it would not rhatter how these ideas
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were spread. As long as true opinions achieve general currency in the
community it should not matter whether this occurs through persua-
sion or through indoctrination. The only argument against manipula-
tion or indoctrination is that, in contrast to rational persuasion, they
are inefficient tools in the spread of truth.

Mill, however, had other concerns. His argument is not simply that
freedom of expression is valuable as an instrument to the realization of
public knowledge or the public recognition of truth. It involves much
more than an empirical claim that truth will emerge from free and
open discussion. Beneath the instrumental and empirical form of Mill's
argument, and its concern for the achievement of the social good of
public knowledge, is a belief that participation in public discourse is
necessary to the development of the individual as a rational agent and a
commitment to a way of life that involves reasoned judgment and the
cllbrt to discover truth through discussion with others (Ten 1980, 124).

For Mill it mattered not only that we, as a community, hold true
opinions bnt also that we, as individual community members, hold
th<:sc opinions in a particular way. He was concerned that the indi-
v i t l r ra l  t .h ink and act 'as a rat ional  being, 'one who understands the
g rounc l s  l b r  h i s  o r  he r  op in ions  (M i l l  1982 ,97 ) . t tHe  wan ted  the
incliviclual to participate in the truth, in the sense of being able to
distinguish truth from falsehood and knowing the grounds for her,/his
opinion. More generally, Mill valued the 'cultivation of intellect and
judgement' and believed that this would occur through the individual's
participation in public discussion and the collective effort to discover
the truth (Mill 1982, 97).t2

Seen in this way, Mill's argument cannot really be described as instru-
mental rather than intrinsic or as concerned with the collective rather
than with the individual.rs Truth is valued as something recognized or
realized by human agents, by individual members of the community
exercising their reasoned judgment. The life of truth (or knowledge) is
in human reflection and judgment. But reflection and judgment are
not simply private processes. Truth is achieved through collective delib-
eration, through the sharing of ideas and information among commu-
nity members. Public discussion is valuable to the community, which
comes to have greater knowledge, and to individuals, who come to
know truth as community members, to develop as rational agents ca-
pable of recognizing true opinions, and to live in a community where
the pursuit of truth/knowledge is valued.
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lrr t lrr: lJnitc:<l l i i .atcs, t.hr: rnctirphor ol ' the rnarketplace of ideas' is
lorrrt: l inrr:s r-rscrl tt l  cxprc$ri thc kind of truth-based argument made by
Mill: t.hat truth will curcrge {iorn a {iee and open exchange of ideas.ra
liorrrctiurcs, however, this metaphor is meant to express an argument
tlritt is rnore sceptical about truth claims. |ustice Holmes argued that'rlr. rrltirnate good desired is better reachei by the free trade ilr id"u, ...
tlurt. the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself
;rlcclrtcd in the competition of the market' (Abrams 1919, 630). In
llolrncs's account 'truth' may be simply that which emerges from the
rtrlrlkt:tplace of ideas, the outcome of unrestricted discussion among
rrrrrrrbcrs of the community.'l'his sceptical form of argument has been criticized on several grounds.
ll'wt: are deeply sceptical abour rhe possibility of truth or knowledge,
wlry should we attach the label of truth, indeed why should we attach
;trry value, to whatever conclusions may emerge from free and open
rlir<:rrssion? If the product ( 'truth') has value, this value must be based
rrrr t.hc process of its production. Freedom of expression is valuable not
Irr,t:;urse it produces truth but because it is the right or fair way to
rllt:icle social questions or to achieve public consensus. This is very
rlillirrent from the conventional truth-based argument, in which the
vulrrc of free expression depends on its production of truth, indepen-
rk'trtly or objectively derermined. In its sceptical form the marketplace
ol' i<leas argument resembles the democr:atic account of freed.om of
cxllrcssion, with its focus on the process of deliberation and consensus
l r t t i lc l ing.

lror at least two reasons the idea of democratic deliberation has ad-
vlilltages over the marketplace of ideas metaphor. First, the 'market-

;rliu:c' image (and its laissez-faire connotations) discourages consider-
llion of the appropriate conditions for achieving social consensus. Most
Itrrportantly, it does not address the question of the background distri-
Itttli<ln of wealth and communicative power. The distribution of com-
lrtrtnicative power should be a central issue in an account concerned
witlr the process of comrnunity consensus building. we do not enter
1111r public market as equals: greatervoice is given to those with greater
r,r:ol)omic power. The marketplace metaphor, however, encourages us
t' think of the existing distribution of communicative power as a fixed
Iltr:kground to the free exchange of information and ideas among citi-
zltts. It assumes that the public sphere should operate in the same way
ittt l.ltc market for goods: controlled by those with resources.
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The other difficulty with the metaphor is that the exchange of ideas
and information is not analogous to the exchange of goods and services
(Shiffrin 1990, 91). Public discourse is not simply about the provision
of information and ideas that enable individuals to advance their de-
sires and preferences. Participation in public discourse is vital to the
formation of preferences and choices. Human desires, preferences, and
purposes are not presocial, formed independently of debate and discus-
sion,.but are instead given form in public discourse.

3. Democrary

The argument that freedom of expression is necessary to the operation
of democratic government is appealing for a number of reasons. First,
it accounts for the central role that political expression seems to play in
our understanding of the scope of freedom of expression. Second, it
offers a way to justi$ the constitutional entrenchment of freedom of
expression as a limitation on the actions of a democratically elected
government. If we accept that freedom of expression is a basic condi
tion of democracy, then the tension between judicial review and de-
mocracy seems to dissolve. According to this view, freedom of expres-
sion is a necessary constraint on the m{ority's will and is appropriately
enforced by a judiciary insulated from political pressnre.

The democratic argument is an American creation, intended to give
content and legitimacy to the constitutionally entrenched right to free
speech. Its most important proponent, Alexander Meiklejohn, argued
that'[t]he principle of freedorn of speech springs from the necessiries
of the program of self-government' (Meiklejohn 1965,27).' i 'This prin-
ciple is not'a Law of Nature or of Reason in the abstract'; it is instead 'a
deduction from the basic American agreement that public issues shall
be decided by universal suffrage' (Meiklejohn 1965, 27).'6 The adop-
tion of a democratic form of government carries with it an obligation to
protect freedom of expression. The exercise of self-government requires
the free and open flow of ideas and information concerning public
issues. If men and women are prevented from hearing 'information or
opinion or doubt or disbelief or criticism' relevant to a public issue
under consideration, their efforts to advance the common good will be
ill-considered and ill-balanced: '[T]he thinking process of the commu-
nity' will be distorted (Meiklejohn 1965, 27) and the government's
democratic authority will be lost.
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l r r  Mr: ik lc iohn's  1rc( : ( )urr l ,  ( l r r :  Jxrr l ros<:  o l ' thc F i rs t  Amendment is  to
r.nriul '() t lrc: 'vot:ing ol'wisc rlccisions' ancl this rneans that voters must be
rrrult '  'as wisc as p<"rssiblc' (Meiklcjohn 1965, 26). The responsibil i ty for
rlcr:itling public issucs lics with the citizens, who must, therefore, be
;,.ivcn t,hc opportunity to consider these issues, The focus of Meiklejohn's
;r( ('()urrt is thus on 'the minds of the hearers' rather than 'the words of
tlrc spcaker.'What matters'is not that everyone shall speak, but that
r,vr:r'ything worth saying shall be said' (Meiklejohn 1965, 26). As well, in
tlris irccount, the First Amendment protects only speech that bears,'rlircctly or indirectly,' upon issues with which voters have to deal. Speech
tlrlt. cloes not contribute to the consideration of public issues is not pro-
tc(:tcd. 'Private speech' (and 'private interest in speech') has no claim to
liirst. Amendment protection (Meiklejohn 1965, 79). However, the protec-
tiorr of 'public' or political speech 'admits of no exceptions' (Meiklejohn
I lXil'r, 20) .t7 Within its proper scope rhe freedom is absolute.

Itor Meiklejohn, the principle of 'self-government' provides a gener-
rrlly accepted and constitutionally recognized premise from which the
prrrtection of 'political' discussion follows. Yet what self-government
irrvolves or requires is the subject of considerable debate. Certainly the
('irtcgory of speech necessary to the operation of representative govern-
rrr<:nt is anything but clear and uncontroversial.

While political expression lies at the core of our understanding of
llr:t:dom of expression, other forms of expression - notably artistic,
rr:icntific, and even intimate expression - also figure in our intuitions
lrlrout the freedom's scope. It may be that political expression occupies
tlris central role not because it is somehow more valuable than other
Itinds of expression, but simply because it has been the most mlnerable
l() $tate censorship. Many accounts of the value and constitutionar pro-
Ir:t:t ion of freedom of expression focus on the partiality of the
Hovernment's decision to censor political expression alleged to be un-
tlrrthful or harmful.ls These accounts recognize that governments may
not judge well the value or harm of political expression and may some-
lirnes be tempted to suppress criticism of their policies. Regardless of
whether political expression is more valuable than other forms of ex-
prcssion, there are particular reasons for ensuring independent fiudi-
cial) scrutiny of legislative decisions to censor it.

Most advocates of the democratic account of freedom of expression
lr('cept that intimate and artistic expression deserve some protection
lrrrd have sought to fit these other forms of expression into the demo-
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cratic acaount. One approach has been simply to supplement the ac-
count with a recognition that freedom of expression contributes to
other values, such as truth and self-realization. Cass Sunstein, for ex-
ample, argues that while political speech lies at the core of freedom of
expression, which is principally concerned with democratic delibera-
tion, other forms of expression, such as works of art, lie at its margins,
protected because they contribute to values such as individual autonomy
(Sunstein 1993, 123). For Sunstein, the centrality of democratic values
and the consequent focus on political expression is a matter of constitu-
tional interpretation rather than moral or rights theory. It stems from
the structure, history, and text of the First Amendment, which estab-
lishes the right to free speech as a constitutional limit on state action.

Meiklejohn adopts a different strategy for extending protection ro
speech that is not directly concerned with political issues. In his origi-
nal statement of the democratic account, Meiklejohn had argued that
the First Amendment only protected speech that related directly or
indirectly to issues that voters had to decide, to matters of public inter-
est. Many criticized his account for failing to protect works of literature,
science, and philosophy. In his later writings, however, Meiklejohn ar-
gues that such criticism was unfair and that his democratic account of
the First Amendment extended protection to these different forms of
expression because they contributed to the wisdom and sensitivity of
voters. According to Meiklejohn, '[s]elf-government can exist only inso-
far as the voters acquire the intelligence, integrity, sensitivity and gener-
ous devotion to the general welfare that, in theory, casting a ballot is
assumed to express' (Meiklejohn 1975, l1). Vorers derive this 'knowl-
edge ... [and] sensitivity to human values' from many forms of expres-
sion, including philosophy and the sciences as well as literature and the
arts (Meiklejohn 1975, 12).t ')

The most obvious problem with Meiklejohn's broad understanding
of the category of political speech (speech thar contribures to demo-
cratic deliberation) is that his already difficult claim that the freedom is
absolute in its protection of political expression now seems stretched
beyond breaking point. If freedom of speech is this broad, it must often
come into conflict with other important interests and must sometimes
give way to them. Meiklejohn avoids this conclusion and maintains the
claim of absolute protection by denying the label of political speech to
any communication that is deceptive, manipulative, or personally offen-
sive, even though its content may be political.2o While we may be pre-
pared to accept Meiklejohn's claim that these forms of speech do not
contribute to political deliberation, and in particular to the listener's
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, r l r i l i ly  to  rnrrkc wisc pol i l i t :a l  . j r r r lgrncnts,  drcrc is  no casi ly  def ined or
r lr ' :rr ' ly lulrn<lt:rl (:al.og()l 'y <ll 'rnaniptrlativc, cleccptive, disruptive, or of-
lr.rrsivt: s1>t:cc:h. 'I 'hc rlct.clrnination that speech is manipulative or dis-
i rri)tiv(: i.rncl so lalls out^sicle the scope of the First Amendment involves a
rli l l ' ir:rrlt <:<>ntcxtual assessment of factors that contribute to, or detract
Irrrrrr, t lrc audience's abil ity to exercise independentjudgment. Fur-
f lrt'r'rrrorr:, while deliberative democracy may require some restriction
ll rlisruptive or offensive expression, the exclusion of these forms of
r,xprcssion may also be seen as limiting the individual's opportunity to
rorrtribute to polit ical discourse and to hear strongly held views.2r
l\4r'iklcjohn's category of 'political speech' may be protected absolurely
;ur<l not balanced against competing interests. However, something very
liltt' biilancing may enter at the stage of defining the scope of the
1 rr ot.t:c:ted category"

Mciklejohn's broad view of the scope of political speech highlights
tlrc tlilliculty that democratic theorists have in keeping the focus of
llrcir account on the operation of democratic government, First, if the
( ()nccrn of democratic theorists is with self-government, and with the
|rlrurl right of citizens to participate in the decisions that affect their
livcs and the life of their community, this concern could easily extend
In ()t:her sites of social interaction and power, such as the workplace,
l ltr 'school, or the marketplace, which are of central importance in the
lilc of'the individual.z2 While the workplace, for example, may not be
nr'tr;irnized on the same principles as the governing process (i.e., on the
lrrrsis of free and equal participation by members), it should, perhaps,
Irr rnore open, with employees having the right to discuss working
lorrrlitions, product quality, or management organization.zs The work-
1rllr:c is an 'important site for the forging of personal bonds' between
irrrlividuals from diverse backgrounds and 'it affords a space in which
lrrlividuals cultivate some of the values, habits and traits that carry over
trr t lreir role as cirizens' (Estlund 1997,727). The focus in the demo-
llitl.ic account of freedorn of expression on political speech and the
wolkings of representative government stems not so much from the
krgic of self-government as from the constitutional status of the right
itrrrl concerns about the legitimacy of judicial review. A constraint on
llrer power of democratically elected institutions of government may
rr'<:m tolerable only if it can be viewed as a limited but necessary condi-
lion of the exercise of legitimate authoriry by these institutions.

Sccond, the democratic account's focus sometimes seems' to shift
lirrrrr the workings of representative government to the development of
vvisc and public-spirited citizens. While formally concerned with the

i
I
i
i

i
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governing process, the democratic account of freedom of expression
sometimes appears to have a deeper concern with the realization of the
individual as a 'rational and value-sensitive' agent. Meiklejohn argued
that the wisdom and value sensitivity of citizens (and the protection of
artistic, scientific, philosophical, and intimate expression) are necessary
to democracy. Yet his argument could easily be turned around so that
democracy is valued because it is necessary to the development and
realization of the individual (Schauer 1982, 41). Do we care about
individual wisdom simply because it contributes to democracy? Should
we not regard the development of the individual as a more fundamen-
tal value that is simply dressed in the language of self-government?
However, simply shifting the focus from political process to individual
judgment misses something important about the relationship between
individual and community.

If democracy involved nothing more than the registration and aggre-
gation of the political preferences of individual members of the com-
munity, all that would be required for its operation would be regular
elections, interim poll ing, and communication from competing can-
didates to the electorate concerning policy alternatives. However, the
conception of democracy that underlies the democratic account in-
volves much more than this. Democracy, understood as collective sell
determination, requires that 'public action be founded upon a public
opinion formed through open and interactive processes of rational
deliberation' (Post 1995, 312).2a Freedom of expression is not just an
instrument for advancing the goal of democratic or representative gov-
ernment. In a democracy the responsibility of citizens for the gover-
nance of their community is actualized in public discussion and delib-
eration.2s The members of a self-governing community seek common
understandings and work towards shared goals through the exchange
of views. Through partipipation in public discourse, the individual be-
comes a citizen capable of understanding, and identifying with, the
concerns and opinions of others and oriented towards the public inter-
est, in the sense that she is concerned with the common good and not
simply with the satisfaction of personal preferences.26

If this is what the democratic argument is about then two of its
advantages have disappeared: the definition of a narrow, but absolutely
protected, category of protected activity and the justification ofjudicial
review in a democracy. It is impossible to limit the scope of freedom of
expression to the discussion of contemporary political issues, some-
thing that Meiklejohn came to recognize. It is also clear that the rich
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iur ( l  ( : ( ) ln l ) l i ( : i r t . ( ) ( l  u l l ( l ( : ls t i r r r r l i r rg o l '  < lcrnocr i rcy that  under l ies th is  ac-
r urirrt t l l ' l . lrt: l i 'cr:rkli l  ciull)ot. Provicle :r simple clr neutral justif ication
lrri '  jrr<lir: it l  rcvicw unclcr thc constitution.

4. Autonomy and Self-Realization

'l'lrr,rr, arc a variety of arguments for freedom of expression that focus
lrr llrc interests or well-being of the individual. The most familiar ver-
ciorr ol' this type of argument is that it is a violation of the individual's
;!nl()r)omy, or a failure to show proper respect for the individual, to
prr.v<:nt her from hearing the ideas of others because she might make
;rrrrrr '. judgments (Scanlon 1977, 162).27 Human beings are character-
ir,r,rl lly their ability to reason and judge and should be trusted to assess
llrc rncssages of others fairly or accurately. A parallel to this 'listener'-
locrrscd argument is offered by Ronald Dworkin, who argues that the
rtitt(: lails to show equal concern and respect for the individual 'speaker'
wlrr:n it.censors his or her ideas on the grounds that they are wrong or
lirolish (Dworkin 1985, 386).28 Other arguments stress rhe importance
ul't:xpression to individual self-realization (Weinrib 1990; Baker lg8g).2e'l'lrc individual realizes his capacities for thought and judgment by ex-
lrrrrssing his ideas or by listening to and, reflecting upon, the ideas of
oI I t r : rs .

Sornetimes it is argued that expression deserves special protection,
lrcyond that accorded to other human acts, not because it is distinctly
virlrrable but because it is ordinarily a harmless activity (Baker 1g89, 56;
l l lr irnan i993, 85).30 According to this view, the protection of expres-
ni.n fbllows from our commitment to the harm principle. Individuals
nlrould have the liberty to do as they please subject only to the limita-
tion that their actions must not cause harm to others (Mill 1982, 68).31
While the manner of an individual's expression may sometimes cause
Iurrrn, as with a loud noise or a disruptive demonstration, the message
r'ornmunicated has only a mental impact and is therefore harmless.

Yet this seems wrong. Individuals express themselves in order to af-
li'ct attitudes and events in the world. The message, and not just the
nllnner of expression, can sometimes cause harm to others. The mes-
rirgc may be hurtful or offensive; it may involve the spread of false
irlt:as; or it may encourage harmful activity by others. Expression ,causes'
Iurrm when someone is persuaded by a false idea or persuaded to act in
n violent way towards another. It may be true that these harms occur
orrly because the listener consciously accepts the message. But why should
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and feelings. Speaking involves more than the selection of words that
correspond to the communicator's ideas. using language an individual
is able to articulate his ideas and feelings. His ideas and feelings are
partly constituted by the language of their expression.:ta

We can never fully dominate the language with which we express
ourselves, but nor are we fully dominated by language (Taylor 1985,
232).35 Mikhail Bakhtin observes that while '[t]he words of language
belong to nobody... the use of words in live speech communication is
always individual and contexrual in nature' (Bakhtin 1986, gg). In ex-
pressing him/herself ro orhers, an individual employs a socially created
language that belongs to the larger community of language users. Nev-
ertheless, 'we hear those words only in particular individual utterances,
we read them in particular individual works' which must be seen as
individual and expressive (Bakhtin 1986, 88).30 Individuals adapt the
symbolic forms of language to their needs in particular communicative
contexts and in so doing recreate, extend, alter, and reshape the lan-
guage (C. Taylor 1995, 97).n7 Recognition that language use is acrive
and creative - that it is 'purposive action[] carried out in [a] structured
social context[] '  (Thompson 1995, 12) - underlies our view of the
individual as a conscious agent, who is capable of reflection and judg-
ment and is not simply the product of social structures.3s

Language enables us to give form to our feelings and ideas and to'bring them to fuller and clearer consciousness, (Taylor lg8b, 2b7) . An
ind_ividual's ideas only take shape, only properly exist, when expressed
in language, when given symbolic form. When we speak we bring to
explicit awareness, to consciousness, that which befori we had only an
implicit sense (Taylor 1985, 256).3e In this way our capacity for reflec_
tion and our knowledge of self and the world emerge in the public
articulation,/interpretation of experience. As clifford Geertz observes,
we become individuals, agents capable of particular and intentional
action, 'under the guidance of cultural patterns, historically created
systems of meaning in terms of which we give form, order, point and
direction to our lives' (Geertz lg7\,76).q)

In giving symbolic form ro her ideas and feelings an individual mani-
fests these not simply to him,/herself but to others as well. To express
something is to enter into dialogue - into a communicative relation-
ship - with other members of the community. when an individual
expresses something, not only does she formulate it and put it .in
articulate focus,' she also places it in a public space and joins with
others in a common act of focusing on a particular matter (Taylor

-1
q' l ' t t t l l t ,  l ) < ' r r r o (  r ; r r  ) / ,  ; u l ( l  A t t l o n o t t t y  ' 2 : t

l1lf l5, 2(i0). 'I 'hc indivi<lrutl rt: l lccts upon hcr iclcas and feelings by giv-
trrg l lr<:rn syrnbolic f irnn ancl putting thern belbre herself and others as
p;u t ol' an ongoing discourse. She understands her articulated ideas
irrrr I li:t:lings in light of the reactions and responses of others.

Wlrr:n an individual speaks, he speaks to someone, whether to a spe-
r ilic Jrcrson or to a general audience. What he says and how he says it
will rlcpcnd on whom he is addressing and why he is addressing them,
orr whcther, for example, he is engaging in political debate or intimate
rxllx:ssion. The speaker seeks from his audience what Bakhtin calls 'an
.rr'liv<: responsive understanding' which may include agreement, sympa-
tlry, <:laboration, preparation for action, and disagreement (Bakhtin
ll)ft(;, 94). Not only is the speaker's expression oriented to an audience
;rn(l intended to elicit a response, his expression is itself a response, 'a
lirrk ir"r the chain of communication' (Bakhtin 1986, 91). The speaker
r t'riponds to prior acts of expression, drawing on conventional forms of
r,x;llr:ssion and reacting to previously stated views. Every statement an
lrrrliviclual makes 'is filled with echoes and reverberations' of the stare-
rrrcrrt.s of others, which he or she reworks and re-accentuates (Bakhtin
l 1 ) r J ( i , 8 9 ) .

lill'cctive communication can occur only because the speaker and
liltcncr 'share certain conventions for expressing different meanings'
(lhrrner 1990, 63). fu George Steiner notes, 'If a substantial part of all
uttcnances were not public or, more precisely, could not be treated as if
llrcy were, chaos and autism would follow' (Steiner 1975,205). At the
urrrrc time, however, a particular utterance will be interpreted in light
ol l,he listener's distinctive experience - in light of assumptions and
..xl)cctations that are not necessarily shared by others and that stem
lirrrn a particular life history.at'['he creation of meaning is a shared process, something that takes
pliu:e between speaker and listener.a2 A speaker does not simply convey
l rncaning that is passively received by an audience. Understanding is
rtrr irctive, creative process in which listeners take hold of, and work
ovcr, the symbolic material they receive (Thompson 1995, 39), locating
lurd evaluating this material within their own knowledge or memory
('l'lrcrmpson 7995, 42).43 Listeners use these symbolic forms 'as a vehicle
lirr reflection and self-reflection, as a basis for thinking about them-
*,lvcs, about others and about the world to which they belong' (Th-
orrrpson 1995,42).44 The views of the listener are reshaped in the pro-
lr:ss of understanding and reacting to the speaker's words. As Bakhtin
olrscrves, the individual's thought 'is born and shaped in the process of

h *
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articulation and the process of interaction and struggle with others'
thought' (Bakhtin 1986, 92).

This intersubjective understanding of agency and identity underlies
the,claims that freedom of expression contributes to the recognition of
truth, the advancement of democracy, and the realizati"" rilJf. f;""-
dom of expression is valuable because in communicating with others an
individual gives shape to his or her ideas and aspira*tions, becomes
capable of reflection and evaluation, and gains greater understanding
of her,/himself and the world. It is through cbmmunicative interaction
that an individual develops and emerger ir un autonomous agent in the
positive sense of being able to consci,ously direct his or her Iife and to
participate i1 tfe direction of his or her community. Through commu-
nication an individual creates different kinds of relationships with oth-
ers and participates in different collective activities, such as self-govern-
ment and the pursuit of knowledge.

6. The Established Dichotomies: Intrinsic/Instrumental
and Listener/Speaker

The established accounts of the value of freedom of expression are
described as either instrumental or intrinsic+t (or as resulioriented or
process-oriented (Shiner 1995, 1g2), or as concerned with the realiza-
tion of a social goal or with protection of an individual right).a6 Some
accounts see freedom of expression as valuable in itself. Th"e freedom is
intrinsically valuable because it permits free and rational beings to ex-
press their ideas and feelings. or it must be protected out of respect for
the freedom and rationality of individuals. other accounts see freedom
of expression as important because it contributes to a valued state of
affairs: freedom of expression is instrumental to the realization of social
goods such as public knowledge or democratic government.
. Intrinsic accounts assurne tnlat freedom of expression, like other rights,
i1 an. a-spec.t of the individual's fundamentat 

-liuerty 
or auronomy tt at

should be insulated from the demands of collective welfare. yet anv
u:.o.""_l that regards freedom of expression as a liberty (as a right oi
the individual to be tfree from external interference) seems .rrrutl" to
explain the other-regarding or cornmunity-oriented character of the
protected activiry of expression - of individuals speaking and listening
to others.

^ Instrumental accounts of freedom of expression recognize trrai trre
freedom protects an other-regarding or so.ial activiry urid ,o must be
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€Bncet'rrcd with somcthing morc than respect for individual autonomy,
tomethins more than individual 'venting' or the exercise of individual
rFuton, 'Ihey assume that the freedom must be concerned with social
Hoals that are in some way separate from, or beyond, the individual and
hlr or her communicative actions, goals such as truth and, democra'y.
Yet ll'lieedom of expression is an instrumental right, its fundamental
Ehurnct,er seems less obvious. Is value is contingent on its contribution
lo the goals of truth and democracy. And there is no shortage of argu-
mon[l that freedom of expression does not (always) advance these goals.aT

Thc value (and potential harm) of expression will remain unclear as
long as discussion about freedom of expression is locked into the in-
tdnrlc/instrumental dichotomy, in which, the freedom is concerned
tt{th either the good of the community or the right of the individual.
Thc value of freedorn of expression rests on the social nature of indi-
Vlduals and the constitutive character of public discourse. This under-
Itnnding of the freedom, however, has been inhibited by the individual-
lfm that dominates contemporary thinking about rights - is assump-
donr about the presocial individual and the insrrumental value of com-
ilunity life. Once we recognize that individual agency and identity
lhergc in the social relationship of communication, the traditional
tpllt between intrinsic and instrumental accounts (or social and indi-
Uldual accounts) of the value of freedom of expression dissolves (Moon
1e05, 470). Expression connects the individual (as speaker or lisrener)
illtlt others and in so doing contributes to her capacity for understand-
lng ana judgrn-ent, to her engagemenr in community life, and to her
pffticipation in a shared culture and collective governance.

The arguments described as instrumental focus on the contribution
0f lpeech to the collective goals of truth and democracy. Flowever, we
VtlUe truth not asi an abstract social achievement but rather as some-
thlng that is consciously realized by members of the community, indi-
lddually and collectively, in the process of public discussion. Similarly,
$Ocdom of expression is not simply a tool or instrument that contrib-
llt€0 to democratic government. We value freedom of expression not
flmply because it provides individuals with useful political information
but more fundamentally because it is the way in which cirizens partici-
Pftc in collective self-governance. There is no way ro separare the goal
fltrm the process or the individual good from the public good.

Attaching the latrel 'intrinsic' to autonomy or self-realization accounts
0f the freedom of expression seems also to misdescribe the value at
l[ake, Communication is a joint or public process, in which individual
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participants realize their human capacities and their individual identi-
ties. The individual does not simply gain satisfaction from expressing
his pre-existing views on things: rtt, ittdiuid.rul's views, and more broadly
his judgment and identity, take shape in the communicative process.

Freedom of expression theories are also categorized as either 'lis-
tener' or'speaker' centred (Schauer 1982, 104). Listener-centred theo-
ries emphasize the right of the listener to hear and judge expression
for herself. The listener's right is protected as a matter of respect for
her autonomy as a rational agent or for its contribution to social goals
such as the development of truth or the advancement of dernocratic
government. Speaker-centred theories emphasize the value of self-ex-
pression. The individual's freedom to express himself is a part of his
basic human autonomy or is critical to his ability to direct the develop-
ment of h{s own personality. Each of these accounts recognizes the
connection between speaking and listening, yet each values one or the
other of these activities or, if it values them both, it values them as
distinct or independent inrerests. Freedom of expression is valuable
because it advances an important individual interest of the listener (or
a more general social interest) and/or an imporrant individual interest
of the speaker.

The focus of these accounts on the different interests of the speaker
and the listener misses the central dynamic of the freedom, the com-
municative relationship, in which the interests of speaker and lis-
tener are tied (Moon 1985,352; Moon 1995, 426).4s The activities of
speaking and listening are parr of a process and a relationship. This
relationship is valuable because individual agency emerges and flour-
ishes in the joint activity of creating meaning.

7. The Scope of Freedom of Expression

In each of the established accounts of the value of freedom of expres-
sion, the freedom is seen as protecting acts of communication, in which
an individual lspeaker' conveys a message to a'listener' (Inain ?oy 1989,
968; Schauer 1982, 98). This is nor a conclusion of theory, bur rarher
an assumption that drives the theoretical arguments, The object of
most freedom of expression theory is to explain the special protection
of communication and to give a clearer or more precise definition to
the scope of this protecred activity.

Even though the established accounts define expression in similar
terms, each tends to define the core and the margins of the freedom
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dlll'erently, Thc emphasis on a particular value, such as truth or democ-
fReyr clr On a particular dimension of the communicative process, will
Efraet thc definition of the scope of freedom of expression and the 'bal-

&n€ln14' of expression interests against competing values or interests.
Truth-based (or knowledge-based) accounts of the freedom tend to

foeur cln factual claims, which appeal to the audience's autonomous
r€&ion and can be described as either true or false. In an account that
€filphasizes the discovery of truth, the 'word,' and more particularly the
Frlnted word, is the paradigm of expression.ae Words enable individuals
lo makc statements, the truth of which can be debated and judged.
They effectively convey ideas and information and support reflection
lfld reasoned judgment on the part of both the 'speaker' and the
tthlencr,'The printed word, in particular, has the power to reach large
lUdlences, to articulate complex ideas, and to present arguments in a
Cl€gr, rational, and dispassionate way.50 While truth-based accounts of
fl0edom of expression sometimes extend protection to more emotive
lbrrnr of.expression, or to art forms such as music, dance, or painting,
[ho Inclusion of these forms requires an enlargement of the idea of
trUth beyond the factual knowledge that individuals and communities
Um to advance their goals.

The obvious focus of democracy-based accounts of freedom of ex-
prcmlon is on communication about the political issues of the day, even
S llrc democratic account is sometimes extended to include protection
0f rclentific and philosophic works. Like truth-based accounts, democ-
l|t)t based accounts tend to emphasize propositional speech. If the in-
dlvldual is to participate in collective seligovernmenr, she must be free
lO oxpress her views on public issues and to hear the views of others. It
L, however, sometimes angued that emotive expression that. relates to
Folltical issues may be just as important to democratic decision making
U cnlm and rational discussion of the issues. Emotive expression-is
lmportant because it lets fellow citizens know the depth of thi speaker's
Fcllngs about a particular issue. I suspect, however, that the increasing
lhphasis on emotive expression reflects a partial shift in our under-
Itmding of democratic participation from informed deliberation and
Itdve contribution to public discussion to the manifestation or registra-
tlon of feelings in polls and elections.

Accounts of the value of freedom of speech that ernphasize indi-
tldUal self-realization or autonomy attach significance to both rational
lild emodve forms (or more correctly dimensions) of expression.sr Com-
lhilnlcation is not simply the coriveyance of information and ideas. it is
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also a way of expressing/articulating one's deeply held feelings. As the
U.S. Supreme Court recognized in Cohen 79?7, all acts of expression
have both a propositional and an'expressive dimension - both rational
and emotive force:

[M]uch linguistic expression serves a dual communicative function: it con-
. veys not only ideas capable of relatively precise, detached explication, but

otherwise inexpressible emotions as well. In fact, words are often chosen
as much for their emotive as their cognitive force. we cannot sanction the
view that the constitution while solicltous of the cognitive content of
individual speech has little or no regard for that emorive function which,
practically speaking, may often be the more important element of the
overall message sought ro be communicated. (Cohenlg7l,26)

When self-realization is the guiding value, the paradigm of expres-
sion is the spoken word or works of art or orher svmboii. acts either
public or intimate.s2 while the printed word permits the careful articu-
lation and consideration of ideas, oral speech seerns to involve a more'direct' and 'immediate' expression of the individual's ideas and feel-
ings. The spoken word is performance-oriented, ,embedded in the hu-
man life world; connected with action and struggle' (Ong 1992, l0l).
oral communication is more likely to be spontaneous, impulsive, and
emotional because it is more'closely connected with the immediate
context.

In each of the established accounts of the value of freedom of expres-
sion, regardless of its particular emphasis, expression is assume^d to
involve the conveyance of a message io an audience - an engagement
of speaker and listener.r', An act of expression or communicition is
characterized by the agent's intention L articulate and convey to an
audience an idea or feeling. when communicating, the speaker wants
the.audience to recognize that his or her act is mlaningful - that the
act is intended to convey to them a rnessage (Moon tggb, gbt; Green
1994, 138).5a The communicarive act will bi successful onlv if the audi-
ence recognizes the speaker's intention and is able to understand the
meaning of the act. As discussed earlier, this characterization of expres-
sion or communication as an intentional act does not mean that the
act's meaning is simply a matter of the agent's intentions.rs

An individual may communicate using established syrnbolic forms,
such as spoken or written language, which the audience recognizes as
meaningful and intended to convey a message. or he may uie other
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flmtrcllic lbrms that havc a gencrally recognized meaning, such as flag
burnlng or certain gestures.s(i The individual may also use less conven-
tlonalized fbrms of expression, such as parking a car, an example used
by the $upreme Court of Canada in Irwin Toy (1989). I{hile the com-
flUnicative function of parking may not be very obvious to others, as
long as the individual intends by his or her act to convey a message to
SD audience then that act should be regarded as expression, According
to the Supreme Court of Canada, expression can take 'an infinite vari-
fty of forms,' including the written and spoken word, the, arts and
phyuical gestures (Iruin Toy 1989, 607).

There is a way in which everything we do can be seen as expressive of
the self, and as telling others something about us; However, the ques-
tlon in every case is whether the actor intends to convey a message to
0thers, and more specifically, whether she,intends that others view her
lct as meaningful.sT Nevertheless, there is no bright line separating acts
Intencted by the actor to convey a message from other voluntary human
lcu,

On this view, the creation of a work of art is an acr of expression,
pirhaps even the paradigm case of expression. Even if art is, as Frederick
,fchauer says, 'a mode of self-expreqsion, or if there is taken to be a
|locessary gap between what is intended and what is perceived by the
obrcrver' (Schauer 1982, 110),58 art involves the use of conventional
lbrms and is intended by its creator to be viewed as meaningful, Art
$vcs form to human feelings and concerns by making them visible (or
ludible) and brings them into the public realm for shared contempla-
don, According to Richard Wollheim, '[t]he value of art ... does not

'f*lrt exclusively; or even prirnarily for the artist. It is shared equally
botween the artist and his, lor her] audience' (Wollheim 1980, 86).5e A
ilOrk of art materializes 'away of experiencing' and brings !a particular
CUt of mind out into the world of objects, where men [and women]
tln look at it' (Geertz 1983, 99).('0 It i$ meant to be viewed as a human
Cfcation and as 'the object of an ever-increasing or deepening arren-
tlon' (Wollheim 1980, 123).

While it is true that we experience art and do not simply interpret it,
lft is not just human feeling projected onto objects in the world; artis-
dc expression works through signs and depends on a practice or instiru-
tlon. To view something as a work of art is to see it as human expression
fbrmulated in and shaped by a particular mediurn (Gombrich 1963, 11;
Wollheim 1980, 124).ttt In calling something a work of art we underline
Itg artificial character. Indeed, according to some contemporary views,
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the significance of art is that it leads us to recognize the artificial char-
acter of communicative codes and the conventional nature of percep-
tion and understanding.

_ If freedom of expression protects communicative relationships, and
the joint activity of creating,/interpreting meaning, there must be both
a 'speaker' and an audience to whom the speaker wishes to communi-
cate a message. Even acts of 'speaking to oneself bear some resem-
blance to conventional dialogue. (while such acts may or may not be
seen as falling within the scope of freedom of expression they are unlikely
to be the subject of state restriction.)62 A speaker who speaks only to
herlhimself, when writing a diary for example, employi a language.
Although the diarist may not intend to cemmunicate with others, he
uses a socially created.language to give shape and clarity to his thoughts.
The diarist may even be seen as speaking to a future self, recording his
ideas and feelings so that they are available to be read and considered
at a later time.

It also follows from this view of freedom of expression that the'speaker' must intend to appeal to his or her audienci in a conscious or
non-manipulative way.63 Expression may be confrontational, uncivil, and
even insulting and still engage its audience.ri4 However, the exclusion by
the American courts of 'fighting words' from the protection of the First
Amendment is a recognition that at a certain point expression is so
uncivil-or threatening that it cannot be seen as communicative engage-
ment. More obviously, the relationship of expression is underminedby
manipulative expression, in which a speaker seeks to affect audience
thought and action while by-passing conscious recognition. Even those
accounts of freedom of expression that downplay the relational charac-
ter of expression find a way to exclude or mirginalize manipurative or
deceptive expression. They classify (without explanation) deceptive or
manipulative expression either as 'action' or 'conduct,'which is denied
constitutional recognition, or as 'low value' expression, which is given
Iess weight when balanced against competing interests.6r,

8. Value and Harm

Individualist approaches to freedom of expression have difficulry ac-
counting for both the value and harm of expression. If expression is
simply a.transparent process in which the individual conveys pre-exist-
ing (prelinguistic) ideas and feelings to an audience, then it is unclear
why it is different from, and rnore important than, other human ac-

' l ' r ' r r l l r ,  l ) t ' r r r o r  t : r t ' y ,  : r r r t l  A r r l o t t o r r t y  : t l

l lnr rs ,  Wlry s l rorr l t l  w<:  v i<rw f i t : t : rkr r r r  o l  <:x l , r lcss ior)  as a d is t inct  r ight
t ' r l l r r  t l l iu l  s i r r rp ly  i rn  as lx)( :1.  o l 'a  rnorc gcncra l  l iber ty  of  act ion?

l,lxlrrr 'ssiorr is valuablc l>ccausc inclividual identity,/agency emerge in
i nrrrrrrrrrir: irt. ivo intcraction; because our ideas and feelings and our
rrrrrh'rstirrrrl ing of scll 'and the world develop through communication
r r l l l r  o l l t t ' t s ,

;\t tlrc silrnc time, this dependence on expression means that words
,,ur ri()rr(:t irncs be hurtful or manipulative (Moon 1995, 445-6). While
rrprcssion sometimes seems to increase knowledge and stimulate re-
l lrr t ion, r:vcn about our most basic assumptions, at other times it seems
tl rl isr'orrrage crit ical thinking, to leave us in'the deadening grip of
rltrrr.rrgirgccl reason' (Taylor 1989a, 377), to deceive and to manipulate.
;\n rh'sr:r'ibcd in the next chapter, the impact of a particular act of
rrrlrrrssion will depend not only on its design or form but also on its
rrrr i;r l irrrrl material circumstances.
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